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UIC Safety Unit

> Safety Platform (Plenary, Steering Group)

6 Advisory Groups – 6 items

* System Safety Management Group/ (SSMG)

CER Safety Support Group

* Human Factors HFWG

* Occupational Health and Safety (OHSG)

* International Railway Safety Network (IRSN)

* Safety Performance/UIC Safety Database (SPG)

* European Level Crossing Forum (ELCF)

> Multidisciplinary Task Forces

> Conferences/Seminars/Workshops
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5Safety culture & Safety management
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positive safety
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safety culture –
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6Model of a positive safety culture : 
a culture which really improves safety
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positive safety
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POSITIVE 
SAFETY 

CULTURE

Engagement 
and involvement

in safety of all 
stakeholer

Leadership  and 
leading by 
example

Just culture

Suitable rules

Suitable
resources

A learning
organisation

Cooperation and 
trust

Good 
Communication

Change 
management



7Some lessons and reflections on the definition of a 
positive safety culture

A positive safety culture is based on the combination of:

❑ a renewed vision of the manner in which safety is

produced : engagement, leadership, fairness

❑ a correct implementation of fundamentals of safety

management : good rules, adequate ressources

❑ in a climate of trust, cooperation and 

communication 
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Context of the organisation

Planning
Risk assessment

Safety objectives and planning

Leadership
Leadership and commitment

Safety policy

Roles, responsabilities and authorities

Involvement of staff and other parties

Performance evaluation

Monitoring

Internal auditing

Management review

Support
Resources, competences, awareness, information and communication, documented

information (SMS documentation, control of documented information)

Improvement
Learning from accidents and incidents

Continual improvement

Operation
Operational planning and control

Asset management

Contractors, partners and suppliers

Management of change

Emergency management

Safety objectives and planning

Safety culture – Human factors

EUROPEAN RAILWAY AGENCY REVISION OF THE COMMON SAFETY METHODS ON CONFORMITY ASSESSMENT AND 

THE COMMON SAFETY METHOD ON SUPERVISION WORKING PAPER No. ERA-REC-115\WP13 V 2.9



10Objective and work method

 Analyse the SMS process by process

 For each process, identify how applying it can foster a 

positive safety culture

 Identify positive influences on one or more features of  

safety culture

In order to  1) demonstrate that implementing a safety 

management system (SMS) is an effective way of improving 

safety culture and 2) describe the SMS’s conditions of 

implementation

10
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11The links between our model of safety culture 

and the SMS
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The links between our model of safety culture 

and the SMS

Example 1 - Context of the organisation 
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POSITIVE 
SAFETY 

CULTURE

Engagement 
and 

involvement
in safety

Leadership 
and leading 
by example

Just 
culture

Suitable
rules

Ressour
ces to 
match

A 
learning
organis
ation

Change 
manage

ment

Cooper
ation
and 
trust

Good 
commu
nication

SMS must cover a wider field than only the 

organisation and its internal actors, it must integrate 

subcontractors and other stakeholders.

The involvement of each party (internal or external to 

the organisation) should lead managers of each of 

these stakeholders to exemplarity (and thus positive 

safety behaviours among operators).

As part of a positive safety culture, a just and fair policy 

is extended to various stakeholders. This helps 

- Fostering transparency and trust among all the 

stakeholders

- Preventing subcontractors from “window dressing” 

safety outcomes (i.e. saying they are better than 

they are) by hiding events in order to avoid 

sanctions

ks
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How evaluate safety culture, which indicators?
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EVALUATION OR MEASUREMENT?

Dashboard safety indicators are generally presented as 

numbers, (number of incidents, …) or ratios

Culture is all about values, beliefs and behaviour, which 

cannot be reduced to a set of data

The term ‘evaluation’ is preferred over ‘measurement’
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ARE CURRENT INDICATORS ENOUGH TO 

EVALUATE SAFETY CULTURE?

The majority of indicators used in companies measure safety 

output, and not safety culture. 

Indicators that measure accidents and incidents are only a 

response: they are lagging indicators.

Measuring the level of safety equates to measuring the 

consequences of the way in which an organisation functions. 

It does not help to explain the causal factors and influence 

that include culture.

“Measuring safety culture is a ‘leading’ rather than a ‘lagging’ 

indicator of safety” (Health Foundation 2011).
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18How to evaluate safety culture, which 

indicators?

The safety culture of an organisation is reflected: 

▪ in its prescriptions (P)

▪ in beliefs and perceptions (B)

▪ in acts (A)

It is therefore necessary that the evaluation covers these 3 

fields

 The indicators are collected in different ways to help to 

address these 3 fields
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19HOW SHOULD AN EVALUATION BE MADE?

❑ EVALUATING PERCEPTIONS

One-on-one or group interviews and questionnaires

❑ EVALUATING WHAT IS PRESCRIBED

Observation of documents

❑ EVALUATING ACTION

On-site observation, through recorded data in a database   

or through decisions recorded in meeting minutes. 

Processing such recorded information can contribute to building   

indicators. 
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